{Nicholson, 1995 #5664}

affect: "generic term which refers to the wide range of feeling states that people experience"
emotion: "strong affective states that interrupt cognitive processes and/or behavior"

{Nicholson, 1995 #5664}

mood: "typical day-to-day affective states that do not interrupt cognitive processes
and/or behavior, but rather provide the affective context for daily experiences"

{Nicholson, 1995 #5664}

Bodily changes are necessary and sufficient conditions of emotions (James-Lange Theory)
whether arousal precedes or follow
physiological response

refined in the 50s when self-perception theory *+{Bem, 1972 #2343} preferred to
distinguish the physical perception of arousal from its appraisal in terms of emotions

Expression of emotions

lower part of face is more important

facial analysis

amigdalia

Neuroanatomical and neurochimical

Emotions have a functional role: preparing the body for an action to correct an imbalance

Autonomic system

{Zajonc, 1998 #4637}

facial feedback theories
Internal state match an expression univoqually
various
theories
+{Fiske,
1991
#4842}

Locus of emotions (psy)

emotional process conceptualized as triggered by
internal sensory or cognitive event that leads to
peripheral muscular, glandular, or vascular action that
results in a change of the subjective hedonic tone

Vascural theory of
emotional efference
(VTEE)

+{Zajonc, 1985 #5036}

Introduction

hard interface theory
excitation transfer theory
*+{Schachter, 1962 #457}

emotion is an attribution on an arousal
Distinguish affect from cognition

Fisher and Hanna (1931) – worker psychopathology – effect of temperamental/personality
on the experience of emotion at workplace

Emotions as traits

Satisfaction & dissatisfaction are not opposites (Herzberg et al 1959)
Homans (1961) – equity as a cause of satisfaction
Workplace characteristics as the basis for emotions
‘Organizational
affect’ as
‘job
satisfaction’

Historical

Adams (1963) equity theory Evaluation as the basis for satisfaction
Hackman & Oldham (1975) – JCM

explicit labelling of job satisfaction as an emotive experience {Locke, 1978 #326}
Meta-analyses and reviews in 1970s leading to no
consistent linkage between job satisfaction and
performance

Years of empirical research fails to link worker
satisfaction to performance

*+{Salancik, 1978 #454} other workers’ attitudes affect the worker satisfaction
Beginning towards a more personality based
conception of workplace affect
source

{Staw, 1986 #3610} Trait affect is the consistent predictor of job satisfaction

Handbook {Zajonc, 1998 #4637}
+ prashant

psychological literature

Model of emotions

{Russell, 1999 #4475}
social psychology and organizational literature
*{Rafaeli, 1987 #425}

moderated by roles
emotions->expression of emotions

+{Van Maanen, 1989 #3693}

moderated by culture

Outline

Micro
Consequences
of emotions

expressed
emotions->
org
consequences

*{Staw, 1994 #497}

positive emotions have positive outcomes for employees

emotions influence cognitions

*{Forgas, 2001 #179}

emotions propagate, and have org consequences

*{Barsade, 2002 #41}

Change favored by dual emotional commitment: to project and to others'

*{Huy, 1999 #257}

Macro consequences
Relational vs. task conflict

{Pelled, 1999 #398}

most elementary consciously accessible feelings that need not be directed
also called "activation (Thayer 1986), "feeling", "mood"

Two dimensions

also called valence, hedonic tone, utility, good-bad mood,
pleasure-pain, approach-avoidance, rewarding-punishing,
approach avoidance, rewarding-punishin, appetitive-aversive,
positive-negative

Pleasure- displeasure

activated-disactivated
Trait affect

PANAS

rotation

all empirics suggest at least 2 factors

single dimension?
alternative
structure
(see
{Russell,
1999 #4475},
p810

focus on
two psych.
events

{Watson, 1999 #4474}

high PA vs. high NA

core
affects

more than two?

dominance? agressiveness, affiliativeness? locus of causation?
see {Watson, 1999 #4474} for full discussion

Unipolar dimensions?

correlation rather clear about bipolar instead of independent unipolar
match neuro-chemical mechanism

Circumplex vs. simple structure
Physiology?

points are well spread, even though not perfectly
regularly, to justify circumplex

for instance: mental (pleasure) vs. physical (activation)?
not very justified (see {Watson, 1999 #4474})
identifiable cause
overt behavior

Psych

*{Russell,
1999
#4475}

Necessitate all following elements

attention, appraisal, attribution to the object
experience of having the emotion
neural/chemical/bodily events

"full blow emotions"
facial expression: not valid
pattern of autonomic nervous system activity: not established

Prototypical
emotional
episodes

Cognitive appraisal: promising

Basic category structure

Behavioral response:
Ego own categorisation
Brain structures and neurostransmitter

Classification types

ex: circumplex
Dimensional structure

Works well for affects, but does not capture
all dimensions of prototypical emotional
episodes

discrete categorization is not relevant

Hierarchy

long term dispositions
momentary core affective feelings
Distinguish various types
Practical guide
to assessment of
emotions

State affect

Moods
More specific emotions

prototypical emotional episodes
affective charged evaluative reactions
Directed or not directed feelings?
Time?
If prototypical emotional episode,
should have all attributes (see
above)

many lack one of more: fear without action (approach a
spider) or avoidance without fear (driving a car)

Dimensional approach – Watson & Tellegen (1985)
critique

The debate

Categorical approach (Lazarus, 1991)

Basic- 6 universal emotions
Discrete – Much wider array of emotions
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Attempts to go beyond "emotion as a dependant variable"
emotional labor
1. recruitement
Organizational context:

2. Socialization
3. Rewards and punishment

Sources

- displayed emotions
Emotional Transactions: Cyles of

- feedback from target
- readjustment

* Framework: source of role
expectation => expressed emotions
=> Outcomes

1. Immediate gains
Outcomes: Organisationaly salient outcomes

*{Rafaeli,
1987 #425}

Emot

Outcomes: Individually salient

1. Financial well being
2. Mental and Physical well being

1. positive vs. negative

Expressed emotions:

Debate around whether display of
expected emotions is detrimental
to individual +{Hochschild, 1983
#4876} or not

2. Encore gains
3. Contagions gains

Outcomes

2. Esteem enhancing vs. esteem degrading

- emotional harmony: expressed are congruent w/ experienced emotions AND expectations
- emotional dissonance: expressed are congruent with expectations, BUT clash with inner feelings
- emotional deviance: expressed clash with norms

- how should expressed emotions be measured
Research directions:

- how porwerful are the effect of displayed emotions
- how should emotion work be managed

1. New recruiters selected and socialized to have inner feelings congruent with the general
norm of conveying urgency (high arousal with a hint of irritation) to debtors
2. Collectors urged to adjust expressed emotions to the debtor's demeanor

empirical verification with
bill collectors *+{Sutton, 1991
#5014}

3. Contingent norms of anxious or indifferent were easy to maintain b/c they matched
collector's usual feelings
4. Contingent norms for friendly, depressed, and angry were difficult to maintain b/c they
clashed with usual feelings

What is proper and improper
behavior in the workplace.
+{Van
Maanen,
1989 #3693}

The rules governing the expression of emotions at work are an important part of the culture
carried by organizational members.

Whatever the type, participants suffer a degree of normative pressure to honor at least
outwardly the occasion by playing by the rules.
Ritual occasions can then be seen as mechanisms through which certain organizational
members influence how other members are to think and feel.

Rituals can provide an emotional
charge for participants.

Organizations displaying pronounced concern for culture are precisely those organizations
where member adherence to a set of feeling rules is considered by management crucial to
the success of the enterprise.
+{Hochschild, 1983 #4876}
emotional labor

organization require emotional expression
which are costly to employees

debate
bounded emotionality

*+{Martin, 1998 #4939}
suggest more expression of emotions for community building and personal well-being

Their contribution aims to go beyond the “usual process of correlationg job satisfaction with absenteeism, turnover, and
performance” to “examine the broader consequences of attitude in the workplace”.
examine the effect of positive emotions on the outcomes
for employees in organizational context.

brings in interpersonal context of emotions into the analysis.
not distinguish between felt and expressed positive emotions (recognize two concepts are different)

• effect on employee enhances activity, persistence and cognitive functioning.
three mechanisms,

• others’ responses to employee result into halo effect creating causing positive evaluations by others.
• employees’ responses to others tend to be more helpful.

some literature, claims that, the negative emotions may
lead to enhanced cognitive functioning.
*{Staw,
1994 #497}

Micro OB

not agree with it and demonstrate the counterevidence from an earlier work.
+{Fiske, 1991 #4842}

H1: Employees with greater positive emotion will receive more favorable evaluations of
their performance and higher pay.
hypotheses tested in the paper

H2: Employees with greater positive emotion will receive more enriched jobs.
H3: Employees with greater positive emotion will receive more social support from
supervisors and co-workers.
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‘positive emotion’ is a much broader concept than job satisfaction.

hardly any consistent link between job
satisfaction and performance

see also *{Sutton, 1988 #503}

Through interpersonal dynamics, it seems to result into favorable outcome for employees
see debate in benefits of HR school

positive relationship between employees' display of pleasant emotions to customers and
sales in retail stores in a sample of convenience stores.

Pervasive influence of affects on judgement, decision making, and behavior

see discussion in cognitions

a model where it is “through main cognitions that affect comes to influence organization
judgments and behaviors”.
Critical role of cognitions
more internally driven, top down, flexible, genreative prcessing

Positive mood
An
information
processing
theory

On the process of thinking

Externally, bottom up, systematic

Negative

Affect priming ((Bower 1981): / mood congruence

What kind of info people recall, attend, select, interpreet and learn
Moods facilitate the learning of mood congruent information

But when is that triggered?
Personal
Variables

Task
Situation
Retrieval of stored response

Direct access

no affect infusion
controlled by a goal

*{Forgas,
2001
#179}

Affect Infusion Model: 3
variables => Prcessing
choice

Motivated

no affect infusion
may produce affect incongruence

Processing

open but shortcuts
Heuristic

affects as information
some affect infusion
open, constructive

Substantive

affect priming effects
affect infusion

Work motivation

etc.
positive mood increase error rates (forgas 98)

Organizational judgement

performance feedback perceived as more fair if consistent with receiver mood (hammer 96)
etc.

Various
Experiments
to verify

Group functioning

etc.

Withdrawal
Attributions
communication
Negotiation
etc.

(1) There will be contagion of mood among group members,
(4) Positive emotional contagion, that is, an increase in positive mood, will lead to greater
cooperativeness on both an individual and group level,

Verified

(5) Positive emotional contagion will lead to less group conflict,

*{Barsade, 2002 #41}

(6) Positive emotional contagion will lead people to rate their own task performance and
that of the others in the group more highly.
(2) Unpleasant emotions are more likely to lead to mood contagion than are pleasant emotions,
Not Verified

Race and tenure diversity are positively associated with emotional conflict, while age
diversity is negatively associated with such conflict.

{Pelled, 1999 #398}

Other angles

(3) The same emotional valence with high energy will lead to more contagion than if
expressed with low energy,

Results further show that task conflict has more favorable effects on cognitive task
performance than does emotional conflict.

Emotions influence group dynamics

{Brandstätter, 1978 #68}

affective effect on group polarization

Relates emotions to change ability
Multilevel Meso theory: links individual level with organisational level
Framework:

- individual level: (emotional state=>emotionally intelligent behavior) ==>> personal adaptation
- Organisational level: emotional "capability" ==>> radical change

Dynamics: proposed change => receptivity => mobilisation => radical change => learning (=> receptivity)
- experiencing ~ expresses empathy
- reconciliation ~ ... sympathy
Mapping of emotional states (org. level vs. indiv. level)

Macro

- identification ~ ... love
- encouragement ~ ... hope
- display freedom ~ ... authentic feelings
- playfullness ~ ... fun

*{Huy, 1999 #257}

P1: emotional experiencing (+) receptivity to proposed change
P2: emotional reconciliation (+) receptivity to proposed change
P3a: identification with organisation (-) receptivity to proposed change perceived to
threaten organisation identity
Hyp

P3b: identification with organisation + longer organisational tenure (+) learning (as long as
radical change does not require complete destruction of past)
P4: encouragement (+) mobilization
P5: freeedom to display authentic emotions (+) learning
P6: playfulness (+) likelyhood of learning

unique in org theory, yet popular among practitioners

12. Emotions
Unused

{Goleman, 1995 #5665}
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